As the Web continues to explode in size, caching becomes increasingly important. With caching comes the problem of cache consistency. Conventional wisdom holds that strong cache consistency is too expensive for the Web, and weak consistency methods such as Time-To-Live (TTL) are most appropriate. This study compares three consistency approaches: adaptive TTL, polling-every-time and invalidation, using prototype implementation and trace replay in a simulated environment. Our results show that invalidation generates less or a comparable amount of network tra c and server workload than adaptive TTL and has a slightly lower average client response time, while polling-every-time generates more network trafc and longer client response times. We show that, contrary to popular belief, strong cache consistency can be maintained for the Web with little or no extra cost than the current weak consistency approaches, and it should be maintained using an invalidationbased protocol.
Introduction
The exploding popularity of the World Wide Web (WWW) has led to exponentially increasing tra c on the Internet. Since the network infrastructure does not grow at an exponential rate, the increase of network load has lead to increased latency in accessing Web documents. Fortunately, caching can reduce both network tra c and document access latency. By caching replies to HTTP requests and using the cached replies whenever possible, client-side Web caches reduce the network tra c between clients and Web servers, reduce the load on Web servers, and reduce the average user-perceived latency of document retrieval.
For Web caches to be useful, however, cache consistency must be maintained, that is, cached copies should be updated when the originals change. We de ne weak consistency as the consistency model in which a stale document might be returned to the user, and strong consistency as the model in which after a write completes, no stale copy of the modi ed document will ever be returned to a user. The exact de nition of the completion of a write varies by the consistency approaches.
Existing Web caches mostly provide weak consistency. That is, a stale document might be returned to the user, though infrequently. Weak consistency mechanisms include TTL (Time-To-Live), in which a client considers a cached copy up-to-date if its timeto-live has not expired, and client polling, in which a client periodically contacts Web servers to verify the freshness of cached copies.
Weak consistency, however, is not always satisfactory. Users have to be aware that the browser may occasionally display a stale page. To make sure that a requested document is up-to-date, a user has to instruct the browser to \reload", which means contacting the Web server to validate the cached copy. Reload not only burdens the user, but also burdens the Web server, because the server has to answer the queries even when the document is not changed. Thus, a natural question is how much it would cost to maintain strong cache consistency, which guarantees that cached documents are always up to date.
In this paper, we investigate the cost and performance of two approaches that provide strong consistency, invalidation and polling-every-time. In the invalidation approach, the Web server keeps track of all the client sites that cache a document, and when the document is changed, sends invalidation messages to the clients. A write is considered complete when invalidation messages reach all of the relevant clients. In the polling-every-time approach, every time the user requests a document and there is a cached copy, the cache rst contacts the Web server to validate the cached copy, then returns the copy to the user. In this approach, a write is complete when the modi cation is registered in the server's le system.
Part of the motivation of this study is to determine whether strong consistency can be maintained in a large scale wide-area system such as the Web. Previous studies 7, 8] concluded that both invalidation and polling-every-time are much more expensive than weak consistency approaches. Our analysis in Section 3, however, shows that this is not necessarily the case, that weak consistency saves network load over strong consistency mainly at the expense of stale documents. On the other hand, invalidation can incur high overhead to keep track of client lists and send invalidation messages. The overhead can in turn increase the latency of HTTP requests. In addition, depending on the relative frequency of accesses and modi cations, polling-every-time may perform better than invalidation. To answer these questions, we felt that the best way is to implement these approaches and conduct experiments.
We implemented invalidation and polling-everytime in the popular web caching system Harvest 6] , and compared their performance with the existing weak consistency approach in Harvest, adaptive TTL (also called the Alex protocol 5]). Our method is to replay Web server traces through the prototypes running on workstations connected by an Ethernet.
Our experiments show that the invalidation approach performs the best among the three consistency approaches, It provides strong consistency at a cost that is similar or less than that of adaptive TTL. Compared with adaptive TTL, invalidation generates similar (within 6%) or fewer number of network messages and imposes similar server load (within 3%). It also has similar or even lower client response times, though occasionally a request is stalled for a long time (due to an ine ciency in our current implementation, the server does not accept new requests until it nishes sending all invalidation messages). Polling-every-time, on the other hand, generates signi cantly more network messages (as high as 50% in some experiments) and imposes higher server CPU load. Thus, strong cache consistency can be maintained on the Web with little or no extra cost than the current weak consistency approaches, and invalidation is the appropriate method for it.
Related Work
Our study is motivated by recent work on Web caching and Web cache consistency. In particular, Gwertzman and Seltzer's paper 8] gave an excellent comparison of cache consistency approaches via simulation, and concluded that a weak-consistency approach such as adaptive TTL would be best for Web caching. The main metric used in 8] is network tra c. The study did not address many other important questions, such as server loads, client response times, and consistency message latency.
Another study that is similar to ours is Worrell's thesis 14]. The study investigates using invalidation as the consistency approach in hierarchical network object caches. It compares invalidation with a xed TTL approach, in which a single time-to-live is assigned to all les. The study concludes that invalidation is a better approach for cache consistency. However, the results in 14] relies on the existence of a hierarchical caching structure, which signi cantly reduces the overhead for invalidation. Unfortunately, hierarchical caches are not yet widely present in the Internet. Thus, we focus on invalidation in the absence of caching hierarchies.
Finally, the Web cache consistency problem is the same cache consistency problem in network and distributed le systems 13, 9, 12] . However, the contexts are quite di erent. The Web is orders of magnitudes bigger than any distributed le system. The systems participating in the Web are heterogeneous and use di erent operating systems. The Web currently restricts most documents to single-writer/multiplereader, while most distributed le systems support concurrent write-sharing.
Despite the di erences, there are similarities in the solutions. In particular, the TTL approach is similar to the NFS protocol for cache consistency 13], the polling-every-time approach is similar to what is adopted in the Sprite le systems (clients contact the server on every le open/close) 12], and the invalidation approach is similar to the callbacks in AFS 9] . Many recent studies on distributed le systems followed the trend of letting client workstations assume more responsibilities, including caching, consistency maintanence and failure resilience 4, 1]. These techniques do not easily apply to the current Web because most web clients have limited resources.
Consistency Approaches
The HTTP protocol currently provides two mechanisms to maintain cache consistency. Each URL (Universal Reference Link) document has a \time-to-live" eld, which is an a priori estimate of how long the document will remain unchanged. In addition, a client can send a \if-modi ed-since" request, containing the URL of the document and a timestamp, to the Web server. Upon receiving the request, the server checks whether the document has been modi ed since the timestamp. If so, the server returns the status code \200" and the new data; otherwise, the server returns the code \304", which stands for \document unmodied." Current Web caches consider a cached copy valid until its TTL expires, at which point the next request to it results in an \if-modi ed-since" message. Among the existing weak consistency approaches, studies 5, 8] have shown that adaptive TTL performs best. In adaptive TTL, the cache manager assigns a time-tolive attribute to a document, which is a percentage of the document's current age (i.e. current time minus the last modi ed time of the document). Adaptive TTL takes advantage of the fact that le lifetime distributions tend to be bimodal 4, 2] to reduce the frequency of returning stale documents 5].
The two strong consistency approaches we consider are polling-every-time and invalidation. Polling-everytime simply sends an \if-modi ed-since" request every time a cache hit happens. In invalidation, the server keeps track of all the client sites that cache a particular document, and when the document is changed, sends out invalidation messages to all the clients.
We can analyze the network tra c contributed by the three approaches in a simple model. Consider the tra c due to delivering a document D to a viewing client C. C may request to view D repeatedly, and D may change many times as well. The stream of interleaved requests and modi cations might be the following: \r r r m m m r r m r r r m m r." Let R be the number of times C views D, and let RI be the number of intervals during which C repeatedly requests D while D is unchanged. For example, RI is 4 in the above sequence.
Assume that the cache at C always has space for D, the minimum amount of network tra c needed to ensure that C always sees an up-to-date version of D is RI control messages plus RI le transfers. By control messages we mean HTTP \GET" requests, \if-modi ed-since" requests, and replies with status code 304 ( le unmodi ed). Table 1 shows the control messages and le transfers of the three consistency approaches.
We can make the following observations from Table 1:
The only times when adaptive TTL saves le transfers over the other approaches are when stale documents are returned to the user. Since network bandwidth is mostly consumed by le transfers, this means that the bandwidth saving of the TTL approach mostly comes at the cost of stale hits. Invalidation incurs at most twice the minimum number of control messages; both polling-everytime and invalidation incur the minimum number of le transfers. Though adaptive TTL incurs fewer control messages than polling-every-time, it may incur more control messages than invalidation if the TTL expires and the document is not changed. The comparison of polling-every-time and invalidation depends on the relative frequency of requests and modi cations. If modi cations happen often but requests happen infrequently, invalidation incurs an extra invalidation message on every request. On the other hand, if the requests happen frequently between modi cations, polling-every-time may generate too many validation requests. Thus, strong consistency mechanisms do not necessarily consume more network bandwidth than weak consistency mechanisms.
Implementation
We implemented all three consistency approaches in the Harvest Web caching system. (Source codes can be found in http://www.cs.wisc.edu/ cao/icache.) All consistency operations happen between the Web server and individual cache sites. We optimized the original adaptive TTL implementation in Harvest to send an \if-modi ed-since" request when a request hits on an expired copy. For polling-every-time, we simply send an \if-modi ed-since" request to the server every time a cache hit happens. If the server replies with 304, the cached copy is returned to the user. If the server replies with the document, the cached copy is deleted, the new copy is put in the cache and returned to the user. Below, we focus on the implementation of invalidation.
The Harvest cache software provides both a proxy cache for client browsers and an HTTP accelerator for Web servers. The accelerator intercepts HTTP requests by running on port 80 and putting HTTP server on port 81. The original purpose of the accelerator is to improve server performance by keeping a main memory cache of URL documents. We implemented the invalidation approach in the accelerator to avoid modifying the server.
The accelerator has to perform three basic operations: keeping track of remote sites that cache a document, detecting changes to the document, and sending out invalidation messages when a change is detected.
To keep track of client sites, the accelerator maintains an invalidation table which records, for each URL document, a list of remote sites that accessed the document since the previous invalidation of the document. We do not rely on the client telling the accelerator whether it will cache a document; rather, everytime a client accesses the document, we assume that it might cache the document and add its address to the remote site list. (For those who are worried about scalability issues, see Section 6.)
Detecting modi cations to a document is surprisingly nontrivial. There are many ways a URL document can be modi ed, including all the editors and shell commands like \cp". The only reliable way to detect changes to a le is at the le system level. One would like a trigger mechanism in the kernel to dispatch a user-level handler every time a le is modi ed. Unfortunately, most operating systems do not provide such mechanisms.
We identify two approaches for the accelerator to detect changes to a document: The rst, \no-tify", provides a check-out/check-in mechanism for the user. The document is considered changed when it is checked-in, and the check-in utility automatically informs the accelerator about it. The second approach takes advantage of the fact that users often invoke the browser to see a document when they change it. Thus, when the proxy server sees a request from the browser for a local document, it suggests to the accelerator to check whether the document has been modi ed. This means that each entry in the invalidation table needs to keep a timestamp of when the document was last seen modi ed. We implemented both \notify" and the browser-based approach in Harvest.
For sending invalidations, we added a new HTTP message type: INVALIDATE. An INVALIDATE message can carry either a URL or the Web server address. In the former case, a proxy cache that receives the message checks to see if the URL is cached. If so, it deletes the cached copy; if not, it ignores the message. In the latter case, the proxy cache checks to see if it has copies of documents from the Web server, and marks those copies as questionable. A questionable copy needs an \if-modi ed-since" message before it can be returned to the user. This form of message is used when the Web server site fails.
Upon detecting changes to a document, the accelerator sends out INVALIDATE messages carrying the URL to all the client sites. Once a client receives the invalidation message, the accelerator deletes it from the site list of the document. Thus, if the client does not access the document again, it will not receive future invalidations.
Handling Failures: There are three failure scenarios. The rst is when a proxy is down and misses an invalidation message. Our solution is simply to let the proxy mark all its cache entries as questionable when it recovers. When the user requests a questionable entry, the proxy checks with the server using \if-modi ed-since."
The second scenario is when the server site fails (i.e. both the accelerator and the Web server die). When the server site recovers, it must send out invalidation messages for the documents that were changed during the failed interval. This requires that site lists for all documents survive the failure. We could implement it by logging every HTTP request to disk before servicing it, but the overhead would be too high.
Our solution is to store on disk a list of all the sites that ever received a document from the server. When the accelerator recovers, it sends an INVALI-DATE message carrying the Web server address to all sites in its list. The solution incur low overhead: a disk access is only necessary when a new client site which has never been seen before contacts the server.
The accelerator keeps an in-memory table of all the site addresses it has seen, and updates the list on disk when a new site enters.
The third scenario is when network partitions occur between the server site and the client site. This is the hardest failure case to handle. It is di cult to maintain strong consistency in the event of network partition. Our current solution is to use TCP to send invalidation messages, and when the TCP message fails, use periodic retry.
Performance Comparison
We compare the performance of the three approaches by replaying Web server traces in a simulated environments.
Simulation Methodology
Our performance comparison of the approaches includes the following criteria. The rst is the total number and bytes of messages, counting all messages needed to service HTTP requests and to maintain cache consistency. The second is client response time, which is the latency from sending an HTTP request till receiving the document, measured from the browser. The third is server load, which is the average load experienced by the server to satisfy the incoming requests and maintain cache consistency, measured as CPU and disk utilization using \iostat." We are also interested in the number of times adaptive TTL returns a stale copy to the user (called stale hits). Finally, for invalidation, we keep track of the total storage required by the site lists, and the time it takes the server to send all invalidation messages for each modi cation.
We used ve Web server traces from the Internet Tra c Archive (http://town.hall.org/Archives/ pub/ITA/).
The servers are: ClarkNet (a commercial Internet provider for the Metro BaltimoreWashington DC area), EPA (the EPA WWW server located at Research Triangle Park, NC), NASA (the NASA Kennedy Space Center WWW server in Florida), SASK (the Web server at the University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada), and SDSC (the WWW server for the San Diego Supercomputer Center). Since replaying the traces through the prototypes is quite time-consuming, we used only part of the available traces for ClarkNet, NASA and SASK. The traces all come with timestamps. We preprocessed the traces and assign IP addresses to all clients. (For detail, see 11].) A summary of the traces appears in Simulation by Trace Replay: we run the traces through the implemented prototypes in an environment emulating the Internet. We picked ve workstations, connected with a fast Ethernet (100Mb/s). One of the workstations is designated as the pseudo-server, and the others are pseudo-clients. The workstations are SPARC-20s with 64MB of main memory running Solaris 2.4.1.
The pseudo-server emulates the Web server in each of the traces. The workstation runs the NCSA HTTPD 1.5.1 web server and the Harvest server accelerator. On its disk, it also has scaled copies of all the URL documents in the trace. Due to disk space limitations, we scale down the size of each document by a factor of 100, and create a le of the scaled-down size with the same pathname in the HTTP document directory. Our calculation of the bytes of network messages scales back the le transfer sizes by 100 to re ect the actual amount of tra c in the network. Though the scaling reduces the client response time, the e ect is the same on all three approaches.
Each pseudo-client handles approximately one fourth of the real clients in the trace. Each real client has a clientID, which is a 32-byte integer concatenating the four bytes in its IP address. Pseudoclient i handles real clients whose clientID mod 4 is i. A caching proxy (Harvest \cached") runs on each pseudo-client. A separate program reads every record from the trace le, and if the real client in the record is handled by the pseudo-client, generates a corresponding HTTP request and sends it to the proxy, then waits for the reply.
Since in reality client sites do not share caches, we simulate separate caches for individual clients. The proxy concatenates the real client's clientID to the URL before putting the document in cache. That is, if client x requests document url0, the proxy puts the reply from the Web server as url0@x in its cache. If client y asks from url0 next, the request would be a cache miss. Also, for invalidation, the proxy sends the real clientID along with a GET request to allow the accelerator to register it, and the proxy handles invalidation messages to individual real clients.
To coordinate the \replaying" of timestamped requests, a time coordinator is introduced to run the simulations in lock step for every ve minutes. The coordinator rst broadcasts the current simulated time, then all the pseudo-clients send requests with timestamps falling in the ve minute interval after the current simulated time. After a pseudo-client nishes its requests, it sends a reply back to the time coordina- tor. After collecting replies from all pseudo-clients, the time coordinator broadcasts a new simulated time which is ve minutes after the previous one. The time coordinator also coordinates the modi er process, as described below.
Since the traces do not contain enough information on the modi cation history of the documents, we generate the modi cations ourselves. A modi er process is run on the pseudo-server. Based on the timing information sent by the time coordinator, the modi er chooses a random le to modify every N seconds. This modi cation pattern leads to a geometric life time distribution for les; N is set so that the average life time of the les is a particular value (for example, 50 days).
For each selected le, the modi er performs a \touch", which updates the last modi ed time of the le, then a \check-in" of the le, which noti es the accelerator that the le has been modi ed. After the modi er nishes its work for the ve minute interval, it sends a reply back to the time coordinator. Tables 3 and 4 show the performance of the consistency approaches during the replay of the traces. In the table, \Reply 200" means the number of replies with status 200 (\document follows"); these are le transfers in response to a GET request or an \if-modi ed-since." \Reply 304" means the number of replies with status 304 ( le not modi ed), in response to an \if-modi ed-since." \Server CPU" and \disk RW/s" are the average CPU utilization and the average number of disk reads and writes per second at the pseudo-server workstation, as reported by iostat (the server load numbers are only meaningful for comparison purposes). Due to space limitations, we present a subset of our experiments; for a more complete set of results see 11] .
Results
Shown in the table are Looking at the number of cache hits , we see that the three approaches have fairly similar numbers in most experiments, except for SASK. To understand the di erence in SASK, we have to look at the impacts the three approaches have on cache hits.
Harvest's implementation of adaptive TTL replaces expired documents rst. Coupled with adaptive TTL's conservative estimate of the le's lifetime, this policy can create undesirable e ects. For example, if a document has just been modi ed at the server and then requested by a client, adaptive TTL assigns a short life-time to the document. The document would then be among the rst to be replaced when cache space is needed, despite that it was recently brought into cache and maybe accessed again soon. This e ect shows up in the replay of SASK; examination of simulation results show that there are many documents replaced due to TTL expiration, accounting for the lower hit ratio compared to polling-every-time.
In invalidation, the proxy cache deletes stale documents upon receipt of invalidation messages. This frees up cache space for fresh documents. Thus, invalidation tends to have less le transfers than pollingevery-time, though its cache hit count appears lower (because our cache hit counts include \hits" on stale documents in the case of polling-every-time).
Though our experiments did not count them exactly, the number of stale hits in adaptive TTL can be estimated by comparing the number of le transfers in polling-every-time and that in adaptive TTL. The tables show that in many experiments, the di erence is small, showing that adaptive TTL does keep the occurrence of stale hits infrequent. However, in some experiments (e.g. SASK), stale hits can be up to 1% of total le transfers, which shows that adaptive TTL cannot provide a bound on the occurrence of stale hits.
Looking at the total number of messages, we see (576) is the replay with the 2.5-day life time. \Storage" is the amount of memory consumed by site lists at the end of each trace replay simulation. The average and maximum site list lengths are taken among the site lists of les that have been modi ed. Invalidation time is the time it takes the accelerator to send all invalidation messages for one document modi cation.
that polling-every-time incurs a signi cantly higher number of network messages than the other approaches (about 10% to 50% higher), though the approaches have similar total bytes of messages.
Looking at the response times, we see that contacting the server at every cache hit costs polling-everytime a high minimum latency and a slightly higher average latency. Invalidation's average latency is similar to that of adaptive TTL, except when the number of invalidation messages is very high. However, invalidation has signi cantly larger worst-case latency, that is, a request from the browser can be stalled for a long time. Comparing the data with those in Table 5 shows that this is mainly due to the fact that, in our current implementation, the accelerator does not accept new requests until all invalidation messages for a document have been sent via TCP. A more netuned implementation would have a separate process sending the invalidation messages, thus avoiding the maximum latency problem. On the other hand, the numbers do show that sending invalidation messages via TCP takes time, and invalidation needs to either limit the number of invalidation messages for each document (see Section 6), or use multicast schemes.
How would the relative comparison of the response times change in the real Internet? We can estimate the trend by looking at the number of client-server interactions in the three approaches. Polling-everytime incurs a server interaction upon every request, adaptive TTL incurs fewer \if-modi ed-since" interactions, and invalidation incurs \invalidate" interactions. Thus, we expect polling-every-time to have a much worse average response time in real life. Conversely, invalidation will have similar or even lower response time than adaptive TTL, as long as sending invalidations is decoupled from handling regular HTTP requests at the server site.
Looking at server loads, we see that polling-everytime generally has a high server CPU utilization, especially when the proxy cache hit ratio is high. The disk loads are similar since all three approaches log incoming requests. Table 5 shows the invalidation costs. The numbers show that the storage consumed by site lists is actually quite small (on the order of 20 to 30 bytes per request), and the main concern is the time for sending invalidation messages. Comparing the two runs of SDSC, we see that when more les are modi ed, the chance that a le with a very long site list is modi ed increases, and thus the maximum and average invalidation times increase.
In summary, the results show:
Strong consistency does not cost more to maintain than weak consistency. Whether it is in terms of cache hits, network tra c, response time, or server loads, invalidation performs similarly or better than adaptive TTL, while maintaining strong consistency.
Invalidation is a preferred method for maintaining strong consistency than polling-every-time. Except in the extreme case of le lifetime on the order of minutes, cache hits occur much more often than le modi cations. Thus, invalidation incurs much fewer network transactions than pollingevery-time. It also improves cache utilization by deleting stale copies, and incurs less server CPU overhead.
Sending a large number of invalidation messages via TCP can lead to long delays. If not implemented carefully, the delay can cause a client request to stall for a long time.
The results suggest that invalidation should be used to maintain strong cache consistency in the Web. However, a simple invalidation scheme has a scalability problem, as evidenced by the long invalidation time. Table 4 : Results for NASA, and SDSC with two average le life times.
Below, we introduce a two-tier lease-augmented invalidation scheme that addresses the scalability problem.
Scalability Issues
There are a number of scalability concerns in the invalidation approach, including the storage needed to keep track of client sites for each document, the CPU overhead to search and update the site lists, and the time to send invalidation messages. Results in Section 5.2 show that for short periods (from 10 hours to 8 days), memory consumption and CPU overhead do not pose serious problems to invalidation. However, site lists grow linearly with the number of requests seen by the server, which in turn increases linearly with time. Thus, unless some measure is taken, the size of site lists can grow to be unmanageable. The solution is to augment the simple invalidation scheme with leases. Every document shipped from the server to a client carries a lease. The server promises to notify the client via invalidation if the document changes before the lease expires. The client promises to send a \if-modi ed-since" request to the server when the lease expires, to validate the freshness of its copy. Thus, the server only needs to remember clients whose leases have not expired. For example, if the lease is three days, the total size of site lists is bounded by the total number of requests seen by the server for the last three days. The invalidation overhead shown in Table 5 can be interpreted as the overhead for a lease-augmented invalidation scheme with the lease equal to the duration of each trace.
A second optimization further reduces the size of site lists and the number of invalidation messages. From the server's point of view, the bene t of site lists and invalidation messages is reduced \if-modi edsince" request tra c. Thus, the server would like to remember only those clients that are truly interested in its documents and view the documents multiple times. To achieve this goal, the server assigns a very short lease (possibly zero) to regular \GET" requests, and assigns the regular lease to \if-modi ed-since" requests. The scheme trades extra \if-modi ed-since" requests for ltered site lists; only those clients that ask to view the document for the second time are remembered by the server. We call this scheme \two-tier lease-augmented invalidation."
We are still in the process of implementing and evaluating this scheme. Preliminary simulation shows that the two-tiered approach is quite e ective at reducing site list sizes. For example, at the end of the 8-day SASK trace, the site lists have only 2489 entries, compared to 29106 entries under the simple invalidation scheme. The maximum length of the site list of a document is reduced from 1155 entries to 473 entries. The reduction is achieved with 2489 extra \if-modi edsince" requests, much less than the 16565 requests generated by polling-every-time (Table 3) . Other traces have similar results.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have analyzed and compared the performance of three consistency maintanence approaches: adaptive TTL, polling-every-time, and invalidation. Our results show that invalidation performs similarly to (within 3% most of time), and sometimes better than, adaptive TTL, in terms of network tra c, average client response time, and server CPU loads. Pollingevery-time, on the other hand, leads to signi cantly more network messages and higher response times than adaptive TTL. Thus, it is feasible to maintain strong consistency for the Web, and invalidation is the right approach for it. We then describe a two-tier lease-augmented invalidation scheme that addresses the scalability issues in invalidation.
There are many limitations in this study. Our trace-replay experiments try to capture the main aspects of the interactions between Web servers and clients on the Internet. However, the trace replay is a controlled experiment on a local area network, and only experiments on the real Internet can reveal the many ways it might skew our results. Also, we have not experimented with the failure mode in invalidation. We used Web server traces in our simulation, instead of proxy traces or client traces. Since the requests seen by the server are probably already ltered by the client caches, using server traces leads to lower hit ratios at the client sites. This means that, in reality, polling-every-time would probably perform even worse than the results shown here. However, we expect the relative comparison between invalidation and adaptive TTL to stay the same, since the two approaches are less a ected by client hit ratios.
We only investigated the consistency approaches in terms of their performance. Many other concerns dictate the consistency approach taken by a Web server. Not all Web servers want to keep its copies consistent across the Internet. What we have shown is that, for those that do care, invalidation is feasible, and it is a better approach than TTL or client polling. For those commercial Web sites that want to control the accesses to its contents, invalidation should be merged with other hit-metering protocols 10] to provide both the bene ts of caching and the capability of access control. Finally, for the clients that are behind a rewall, invalidation should operate between the Web server and the proxy running at the rewall machine (many companies run Web proxies for the exact reason of handling Web tra c through the rewall); the proxy can then notify the clients inside the rewall.
Many future work remains. We plan to further investigate the two-tier lease-augmented invalidation scheme, conduct experiments across the real Internet, and investigate failure handling in consistency maintanence.
